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January is truly a time of year that enters with all kinds of celebratory noise only to slow into a frozen 
crawl, each day seemingly colder and greyer.  It’s a time of year where beginnings and endings comingle in 
a way not really apparent at any other time of year.  We embrace the beginning of a calendar year and all 
of the resolutions that come with that.  We see the end of football seasons and the midpoint of basketball 
seasons happen at the same time.  The cold outside and the work that transpires with fiscal year closes and 
governmental changes makes our jobs seem overwhelming at times.  The absence of sunlight on the ride into 
work and the ride home also lends to the gloominess of this time of year.

HFMA is certainly an area that can help take some of those winter blah’s away in Northwest Ohio.  This time of 
year has traditionally been when our chapter hosts Charles Cataline, the Vice President of Health Economics 
and Policy for the Ohio Hospital Association.  Charles is one of a kind, a public speaker that truly has no peer.  
I think the biggest reason I feel that way is because Charles can speak to a room filled with Healthcare Finance 
people for hours at a time.  He can keep us all on the edge of our seats.  We generally can’t wait to hear him 
present on the upcoming legislative fiscal year.  How is that amazing?  It is because 95% of the time Charles 
has no good news!  He informs us of the upcoming ICD-10 implementation or the recently passed 501-R 
regulations and how these items are going to make our lives even more challenging and create new obstacles 
for the Revenue Cycle and Reimbursement folks to have to try to overcome.  There is a new batch of bad news 

every single year.  Yet we can’t wait to file in, to hear him speak, to literally enjoy his style, the occasional zinger and his dry wit.  He has no peer.  
This presentation typically leads to the beginning of the end of the monotony.  After that we had our annual Walleye Hockey outing and that drew 
a huge group together for a fantastic evening of networking.  We got to meet each other’s families, talked about Christmas that just passed by, our 
desires for warm weather and golf outings that all of a sudden seem right around the corner.  This year we had 101 members and their families 
attend the game.  That’s fantastic!

February is also a great chance to get out of the doldrums and network.  We will all be together again for our annual Cost Reporting Workshop.  
Our presentor this year is Blue&Co out of Columbus. It’s always interesting to hear about the Medicare Upgrades, some of which Charles will 
have alluded to in January, but from a Firm’s perspective.  That will give us several ways to utilize the highest in professional opinions, as we plan 
for the upcoming changes.  It also gets us out and about for more networking and chapter growth.  The cost reporting session is always a well-
attended and highly interactive educational opportunity put on by your chapter.

March comes next and that’s when things really get fun as we host our annual March Madness meeting at the Maumee Indoor Theater.  The 
opening day of the college basketball tournament is playing on a movie screen, the weather is starting to turn and we are together networking 
again for the fourth time in eight weeks.  It really is the beginning of the best time of the year in NW Ohio.

So see, it’s not so bad.  It’s cold and gloomy, can’t pretend it’s not.  But with the dedication of your HFMA leadership team and the interactions you 
bring as a participatory member of the chapter, we have all kinds of educational and social events right around the corner.  Designed to enlighten 
us entertain us and ensure us that belonging to HFMA in Northwest Ohio is a great opportunity, and something to look forward to as we grind 
through the rest of our winter.  I can’t wait to see each of you as you attend the opportunities we are offering.  This is your chapter, come enjoy 
what it offers and please feel free to get involved at any point.  We embrace that.

Sincerely,

Joe Williford

President’s Message 

examiner
Publication date: January 30, 2015
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HFMA Chapter Leaders
2014-2015

Officers
Past President - Hayley Studer, ProMedica, Toledo, 41-824-7576, Hayley.studer@promedica.org

President - Joe Williford, Wood County Hospital, Bowling Green, 419-354-8911, willifordj@woodcountyhospital.org

President-Elect - Diane Blake, ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-7279, diane.blake@promedica.org

Treasurer - Rachel Herman, The Bellevue Hospital, Bellevue, 419-483-4040 ext 4204, rherman@bellevuehospital.com

Secretary – Rich Bame, Fulton County Health Center, 419-330-2624, rbame@fulhealth.org

Board  Members
Dave Cytlak - Blanchard Valley Health System, Findlay, 419-423-5497, dcytlak@bvhealthsysem.org 
Amy Gill - Mercy Health, Toledo, 419-251-6224, amgill@mercy.com
Dan Moncher - Firelands Regional Medical Center, Sandusky, MonchD@firelands.com

Chairpersons
Certification - Todd Howell, Seneca Medical, Inc., Tiffin, 419-455-2153 ext 2153, thowell@senecamedical.com

Program - Lisa Bloomfield and Samantha Pixler, Credit Adjustments, Inc., Defiance, 419-782-3709, lisa.bloomfield@credit-
adjustments.com, Samantha.pixler@credit-adjustments.com

Membership - Charlotte Masters, Masters and Associates, Toledo, 419-534-2852, Char@mastersassoc.com

Sponsorship -  Joe Williford, Wood County Hospital, Bowling Green, 419-354-8911, willifordj@woodcountyhospital.org

Newsletter -  Amy Gill, Mercy Health, Toledo, 419-251-6224, amgill@mercy.com

Website – Lindsay Stevenson, ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-9001, Lindsay.stevenson@promedica.org

Social – Derrick Beczynski, ProMedica, Toledo, 419-827-7323, derrick.beczynski@promedica.org and Andrew Hageman, 
ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-7383, Andrew.hageman@promedica.org
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Northwest Ohio HFMA Educational Event
On Thursday November 13 the Northwest Ohio HFMA educational event was a 
success.  The event had 55 in attendance.  

The meeting started with Todd Nelson, Director of Healthcare Finance Policy, 
Operational Initiatives for HFMA National followed by a leadership panel of 
Past President’s (Todd Howell, Kim McClure, Char Masters and Amy Gill) for 
Northwest Ohio.  These sessions were very beneficial for the younger members in 
the importance of being an HFMA member.  Those in attendance really loved the 
panel discussions and hearing how HFMA has affected different individuals from 
different ages and career paths. 
The last hour of the meeting had educational value with presentations from 
Jennifer Atkins, VP of Payer Contracting & Engagement for Mercy Health and 
Kim McClure, VP of Finance for ProMedica Physicain Group, PHS.  Jennifer 
spoke about the ACA updates and how this has changed managed care.  Kim 
spoke about the state of system for employed physicians.   Both speakers and their 
topics were very interesting.
Individuals commented that this educational session was a very good mix of 
education and networking that they would not have otherwise experienced 
outside of the meeting.
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OHA 2015 Forecast & Taking 
Charge of Patient Financial 
Engagement 
January 22, 2015 
It’s that time of year again, when Christmas is over, the January blues have set in and we just need 
something to look forward to. And by that, I mean our most loved and respected Charles Cataline, Vice 
President of Health Economics & Policy, Ohio Hospital Association. We have made it a tradition in 
Northwest Ohio, to invite Charles to speak at our first meeting of the year and he graciously agrees to 
do so year after year. He did not disappoint as he updated us all on how a number of state and federal 
finance and patient financial service initiatives will affect hospitals in 2015. Our attendees were also 
briefed, in only a way that Charles can, on what to expect out of the next Ohio biennial budget debate, 
as it affects hospital policy and payment.  

 

Following Charles, which, let’s face it, is not always an easy task, was Dan Kutchel, Regional Vice 
President of CarePayment. Dan made the trip from Cleveland to brief us on some industry trends that 
are driving new best practices in patient financial engagement. He gave us some very helpful tips on 
some best practices for marketing financial services to the community and patients and reviewed with 
us some research data that illustrated the positive impact of financial services on patient satisfaction 
and loyalty. We wrapped up our time with Dan by learning some steps for creating a marketing and 
communications plan to improve patient financial engagement. Again, Charles is a hard act to follow, 
but Dan proved he was an expert in his field by sharing some very valuable and timely information with 
our group. 

 

With 80 people in attendance, it was a great start to the 2015 year and we are eagerly anticipating a 
great 2 Day Cost Reporting Session with Blue and Co., LLC on Feb. 19th and 20th. As always, if anyone 
has any idea of topics they would like to see covered in our meetings, please reach out to me and I’d 
love to hear your thoughts on the matter. Remember, this is YOUR chapter, and we on the Program 
Committee want to provide the kind of education YOU are looking for. Help us, help you. ☺ Thanks for 
a great January meeting and we’ll see you in February!    

 

Lisa Bloomfield (Program Co-Chair) 
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Membership Update

Welcome to the Northwest Ohio HFMA Chapter

Watch your e-mail in early-February... HFMA will send all members an e-mail with information on the renewal 
process.  The e-mail will arrive at the beginning of February and will include valuable information on renewing, 
as well as a drawing for some exciting prizes. Be sure to remind your members to check their e-mail so they don’t 
miss it! 

NEW MEMBER DISCOUNT - NOW AVAILABLE
In addition to increasing your Chapter’s membership through HFMA’s Member-
Get-A-Member program, help new members save on their membership dues by 
taking advantage of the extended membership application.  New members that join 
this fiscal year can save $100 off their membership dues! 
The extended membership option provides new members the opportunity to extend 
their HFMA membership through May 31, 2016, and save on their membership 
dues at the same time. There has never been a better time for new members to join 
HFMA.
If you have questions about the extended membership program or any of HFMA’s 
recruitment/reinstatement activities, please contact HFMA’s Membership Manager 
by e-mail, or by calling (800) 252-4362, extension 339. 

Charlotte Masters, FHFMA, CPC

Andrew Baney, Rehab Pre-cert/Pre Authorization Rep, Wood County Hospital,
baneya@woodcountyhospital.org

Kristine Monus, Administrator Director, ProMedica,
kristine.monus@promedica.org

Rebecca Leletz, BCO Manager, ProMedica
rebecca.leletz@promedica.org

Elise Fritz, Account Executive, KeyBridge Medical Revenue Care,
efritz@keybridgemed.com

Olivia O’Shea, Sr. Analyst, Promedica,
olivia.oshea@promedica.org

sponsored by Kerry Burmeister

Wendy Tossey, Manager, Financial Reporting @ Blanchard Valley Health System,
wtossey@bvhealthsystem.org
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The Value of Certification 
 
Many healthcare organizations in today’s challenging economy recognize their workforce as their most 
valuable asset.  As such, these organizations tend to hold workforce development as a primary business 
strategy.  
 
Investment in developing the talents, knowledge and skill sets of staffs are critical to the organization’s 
success. HFMA’s Healthcare Financial Pulse research identified this dynamic and noted that successful 
organizations today commit to the “bread and butter” of financial management, i.e. technically strong and 
comprehensive financial management.  
 
Likewise, many individual financial managers today recognize the importance of assuming personal 
responsibility for their careers’ success. More than ever before, individuals understand the importance of 
acquiring and maintaining comprehensive skill sets to ensure their ability to provide the financial 
management demanded today. These individuals frequently seek out relevant professional development 
opportunities. 
 
The larger business environment resulting from these forces is a heightened interest in workforce 
development initiatives including certifications and credentialing. Credentialing programs have exploded 
across the past couple of decades and include:  

• professional associations offering certifications 
• community colleges offering curriculum-based certificates 
• corporate sponsored in-house credentials for employees 
• technology companies providing proprietary credentials to customers 

 
HFMA certification provides a fundamental business service to our industry, namely HFMA certification 
offers: 

• Assessment of job-related competency 
• The opportunity for an individual to demonstrate skills and knowledge  
• Independent verification of the skills and knowledge 
• Confirmation that an individual is current in the practice field  

 
The value of HFMA certification can be seen in several reported “value-adds”: 

•  Increased departmental cooperation 
• Heightened self-confidence among participants 
• Increased performance against selected metrics 
• Verification of staff knowledge and skills 
• Assistance in structuring career paths 

 
HFMA is committed to being the indispensable resource that defines, realizes and advances healthcare 
financial management practice.  As such, HFMA provides professional certifications to achieve this 
purpose in today’s business environment. This makes HFMA Certification a smart workforce investment 
strategy.  
 
For more information on HFMA Certification, visit http://www.hfma.org/certification/. 
 
 

The Value of Certification
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Save-the-Date for Northeast Ohio HFMA’s
2015 Gerry Haggerty Annual Leadership Institute

May 13-15
The DoubleTree Hotel - 3663 Park East Drive | Beachwood, OH 

Please join us for premier education sessions and unique networking opportunities. 
Stay tuned for more information in the coming months! 

http://www.neohfma.org/events-calendar/

Save the Date
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The Importance of Vision for the 
Healthcare Financial Manager 

There is a timeless truth, which says, “Where there is 
no vision the people perish.”  As a healthcare financial 
manager do you have a vision? Most managers go 
through the workday aimlessly without any kind of 
focused direction due to a lack of vision. Webster 
dictionary defines vision as, “an object of imagination.”  
You can create the reality of the office you manage 
by the imagination of your mind.  What do you what 
to accomplish this year? To better serve patients or 
deliver higher quality of patient care? What do you 
want to do, be, and have in your life?  You have to be 
able to see your vision in your mind’s eye before it can 
become a reality. As the old adage says, “Failure to plan 
is planning to fail.”

At the age of 25 I had to relearn how to walk due to 
cancer spreading to the fluid in my brain.  At one 
point, as I lay in my hospital bed, I pictured myself 
running a marathon. Even though the evidence was 
contrary to me running a marathon, I visualize my 
victory. I saw myself crossing the finishing line after 
going twenty-six point two miles. You must do the 
same as a manager. Once you visualize your victory, 
it becomes a definite major purpose.  This moves 
the vision from your mind to the physical world 
and allows you to take action on it by setting clear 
objectives to achieve. 

Having a definite major purpose allows you to develop 
wings for your vision.  This comes from having 
measurable objectives that move your closer to the 
vision.  Starting out for me it was to take a step by 
myself; once that victory was accomplished it was to 
make it to the end the end of the hallway, around the 
block, and eventually 26.2 miles.  

You must also believe it is possible.  Even though the 
evidence was contrary to completing a marathon, 
I knew it was possible. It does not matter what 
your doubts are or what others say.  What counts 
is if you believe, because if you do, the vision you 
are visualizing as a healthcare financial manager 
can become reality. The great thing about being a 
healthcare financial manager is helping patients 
achieve the vision they are visualizing. Being a 
healthcare financial manager is more than just a job 
or profession, it is a calling. As the healthcare industry 
continues to change at an unprecedented rate, more 
than ever it is important to have a vision as healthcare 
financial manager.   

Matt Jones is considered the top leadership keynote 
motivational speaker in healthcare. From three-time 
cancer conqueror to now, life changing inspirational 
speaker, audiences love Matt. 

Visit Matt at www.MatthewDJones.com 
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You and Your 340B Program: Are You 
Compliant or Confused?

by Venson Wallin and Bill Bithoney, MD, The BDO Center for Healthcare Excellence and Innovation

You and Your 340B Program: Are You Compliant or Confused? 
by Venson Wallin and Bill Bithoney, MD, The BDO Center for Healthcare Excellence and 
Innovation 
 
What is the 340B program?  
The 340B program is a means through which providers, known as “covered entities,” can offer 
pharmaceuticals to a greater amount of eligible patients than they could at traditional 
manufacturer pricing. This is because the program requires that manufacturers sell the drugs to 
the eligible providers at a discount, thereby enabling a larger number of those in need to get the 
assistance they need with purchasing their prescriptions. The 340B program is very popular for 
this very reason; covered entities are able to purchase drug supplies at the 340B discounted price, 
and then bill the patient’s insurance company the traditional rate. This “margin” generates much 
needed profit for some of the more income-challenged providers, while having minimal impact 
on the Medicare and Medicaid program costs. The patient wins, the provider wins, and the 
government programs win. Providers understand the upside, and annual 340B drug spending by 
covered entities exceeds six billion dollars and approximately one-third of U.S. hospitals 
participate in the program. The spending and number of participating providers is forecast to 
increase significantly during the coming years.  
 
In 1992, Congress created the 340B program via Public Law 102-585, the Veterans Health Care 
Act of 1992, which is otherwise known as Section 340B of the Public Health Service Act. The 
law requires drug manufacturers that participate in the Medicaid program to agree to provide 
discounts on covered outpatient drugs purchased by government-supported facilities, or “covered 
entities.” Examples of “covered entities” include disproportionate share hospitals, sole 
community hospitals, rural referral centers, critical access hospitals, and children’s hospitals and 
cancer hospitals exempt from the Medicare prospective payment system. Enrollment periods for 
those providers seeking to participate in the program are open on a quarterly basis. 
Administration of the 340B program is performed by the Office of Pharmacy Affairs (OPA) of 
the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), an agency of the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services.  
 
Achieving Compliance with 340B Program Guidelines  
Compliance pertaining to a 340B program is relative. A provider may consider themselves in 
compliance with the guidelines of the program based on their understanding of these guidelines, 
whereas HRSA and the OPA may consider the provider to be noncompliant based on their 
interpretation of these same guidelines. These divergent opinions are a result of a set of rules that 
are written in a somewhat general manner, excluding the detailed implementation regulations 
that are common to other HHS programs. HRSA recognizes the need for more clarity on the part 
of the covered entities and is actively working to close the interpretation “gap” and to achieve 
more compliance within the program.  
 
HRSA has heard the rumblings from the industry and Congress over the past several years 
regarding the 340B program and the need for more detailed directions to minimize both 
unintentional violations of the program as well as intentional efforts to take advantage of the 
interpretation “gap” to prosper to an extent not anticipated by the authors of the program. Audits 
in recent years by HRSA and the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) of HHS have confirmed 
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Webinars
 
Learn about timely healthcare finance topics and earn CPEs. Most live webinars are free for HFMA members 
and $99 for non-members, unless otherwise noted. Become a member today.
Upcoming Live Webinars
• FEB 3 REVISITING LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE ICD-10 TESTING FRONT LINES
• Feb 17 Navigating a Return on Investment to Transition to Value-based Care

• FEB 18 IMPROVING REVENUE CYCLE PERFORMANCE THROUGH SELF-SERVICE WHILE   
 MITIGATING STAFFING REQUIREMENTS AND COMPLIANCE RISKS
• Mar 4 Achieving Payment Clarity: How Gwinnett Medical Center’s Collections Program Inspires Positive  
 Financial Results and Patient Loyalty

• MAR 19 PRE-ELIGIBILITY SCREENING OF YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN DATA
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Walleye fall short 3-1 to Allen with record 
crowd.
Northwest Ohio Chapter hosted their first 
social event of 2015 with a night out with 
the Toledo Walleye.  101 HFMA members 
and their families enjoyed dinner and the 
game even though the Walleye did not win.  
Maybe next year!
Keep an eye out for details on our upcoming 
March Madness and Toledo Mud Hens 
social events. 

Walleye Game
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Walleye Pictures (cont.)
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A Comprehensive Cost Report Session 
with Blue & Co – February 19 and 20

NWOhio March Madness-Thursday, 
March 19, 2015

Save the dates for upcoming 
educational events. 

Check out Northwest 
Ohio Chapter website at 

nwohiohfma.org

With more than 40,000 members, HFMA is the leading membership organization 
for healthcare financial management executives and leaders. At the local, 
regional, and national levels, HFMA helps healthcare finance professionals by:   
    •  Providing education, analysis, and guidance 

    •  Representing healthcare finance in coalitions with other healthcare leaders 

    •   Improving performance through resources and peer-to-peer connections

    •  Identifying and bridging gaps in knowledge, best practices, and standards

HFMA: The Benefits of Membership

INDUSTRY

FUTURE

VOICE

- y o u r -

- y o u r -

- y o u r -

JOIN
- y o u r  t i m e  t o -

•	hfm subscription plus e-newsletter 
 HFMA	Weekly	News

• Members-only access to hfma.org

• Chapter membership

• Eligibility for CHFP and FHFMA 
 Certification Programs

• Member discounts for ANI:The HFMA 
 National Institute, MAP Event, 
 seminars, conferences, online courses 
 and forums, and many products and 
 services

• Free CPE’s available

• Be the first to learn about the products 
 and services reviewed by HFMA’s 
 rigorous Peer Review process

• Consult HFMA’s Buyers	Resource	
	 Guide—available first to members

• And much more

hfma.org/join or  
call (800) 252-4362, ext 2

™
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McGladrey is a leading provider of assurance, tax and consulting services focused 
on the middle market. We help guide health care organizations through complex 
business challenges by understanding their needs and bringing together the right 
team to address them. With our depth of experience and breadth of resources, we 
help address these industry challenges to meet our clients’ unique needs. From 
accounting and tax to reimbursement and health care information technology, 
our specialists deliver effective and affordable solutions to nearly 3,000 health 
care institutions across the nation. With more than 6,700 professionals in 75 
U.S. cities and access to more than 32,000 people in 100 countries through our 
membership in RSM International, we can meet your needs wherever in the 
world you do business.

Virtual Conferences
HFMA’s Virtual Conference offers first-rate speakers, timely subjects, real-time 
interaction with presenters and peers, plus extensive resources and CPEs – all 
straight to your desktop. For executives and finance professionals in provider, 
payer, and vendor settings. 
• HFMA members: Free
• Non-members: $175 (includes first-time membership through May 2015)

Sign up at hfma.org/virtualconference. 
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CAI, a full service collection agency, has been an 
industry leader in the healthcare
A/R management industry for over 35 years. Since the 
company’s inception in 1977,
CAI has evolved from a staff of six to a thriving 100+ 
employee agency with four call
centers. Headquartered in Defiance, Ohio and with 
offices in Georgia, Minnesota
and New Hampshire, CAI specializes in the collection 
of delinquent accounts. Some
points to consider about CAI are as follows:

A Focus on Healthcare: We serve many large hospitals 
and physician groups
throughout the United States. Our mission-focused 
partnership with our clients is
one of the main reasons why CAI is so successful in 
the healthcare industry. With
extensive health care experience, industry accepted 
technology and proven
strategies, CAI understands the nuances and 
specialized requirements necessary
for regulatory compliance in the health care industry.

State-of-the-Art Technology: Our systems include the 
Artiva collection system and
integrated Guaranteed Contacts (GC) dialer by 
Ontario Systems, Inc., which are
interfaced with our state-of-the art telephone system to 
provide maximum efficiency
during asset recovery. These systems are built on a fault 
tolerant infrastructure so
that all equipment and systems can be maintained 
without downtime. We also have
the security instruments in place that are compliant 
with the Federal Information
Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) and have 
been certified since 2012.

Quality Service Assured: CAI approaches collections 
with an emphasis on quality
and service. The sensitive nature of these debt types 
requires a company that is
focused on customer service treating patients with 
dignity and respect. To illustrate
this, CAI is proud to have received a past performance 
evaluation score in the top
10% among firms like ours in an independent survey 
held by Open Ratings, Inc., a
Dun & Bradstreet company. Surveys targeted CAI 
clients regarding customer
support, quality, and more. In a recent survey 
conducted by Hart Inc., clients were
quoted as saying,
“Credit Adjustments is able to get better results than 
the more aggressive agencies
and they do it with achieving customer satisfaction ... 
we need both.”
“They can collect money, keep customers happy, and 
service our account in a way
that I don’t have to worry about it.”

Industry Compliance and Accreditations: CAI is 
licensed to collect nationally and is a
member of ACA International as well as other 
organizations. We are compliant with
federal, state, and local laws including the Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act
(FDCPA), the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA), and all
other applicable laws.
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Editorial Policy:  THE EXAMINER is published four times per year.  Our objectives are to provide members with information regarding chapter 
activities as well as ideas to help individuals in the performance of their job duties.  Your chapter leadership strongly encourages the submission of material for 
publication.  Articles should be typewritten.  Letters should be legible and must be signed.  The editor reserves the right to edit material and accept or reject 
contributions whether solicited or not.  Send all correspondence or materials for publication to:
Amy Gill, Mercy Health, Toledo, 419-251-6224, amgill@mercy.com

Opinions expressed in articles or features are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Healthcare Financial Management Association, Northwest 
Ohio Chapter or the editor.

Chapter Sponsors
Gold

Silver

Bronze

Friend of Chapter

Comprehensive Reimbursement, Inc. 
Credit Adjustments, Inc. 

Credit Solutions 
Blue&Co., LLC  

Reppa + Associates, Inc 
BKD,LLP
UCB, Inc 

Keybridge Medical Revenue Care
Comp Med Analysis 

KeyBank
McGladrey 

Savage & Associates 

Gilmore, Jaison & Mahler
The Claro Group
Fifth Third Bank

Net Revenue Associates
Medical Reimbursements of America (MRA) 

Cerner 
Human Arc 

Professional Medical Services

Quadax 
RevSpring, Inc. 

Stockell
HealthNautica

U.S. Bank / Elavon
Healthcare Insights

Helvey and Associates, Inc.
JP Recovery Services, Inc.

Loxygon 
Mail It Corporation

Masters Associates Receivables Management, Inc.
MediQuant, Inc. 
Seneca Medical 

United Audit Systems, Inc.
Unified Health Services
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